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Jeff’s Jottings!

inside the warbler
TEN YEARS! Remarkable . . .
It seems like only yesterday that a small
group of camping friends assembled in late
August 1996 to create a new and distinct
camping experience. In the ten years that
have passed, an untold number of memories
have been nurtured and celebrated under
the starry skies over Clear Lake.
As we pause to reflect, our deep gratitude
is extended to all those who have shared
in our "home away from home" at
Wenonah. To our campers, families,
staff, Outdoor Centre students and
teachers, Womens Weekend participants
and countless others; our heartfelt thanks.
To Irene and Graydon Boyes, our friends and
partners, we can only say how proud we are
to know you and share in a camping heritage
that stretches back to the early 1960s.
Main Camp Office
3584 Commerce Court
Burlington, Ontario L7N 3L7
Phone: (905) 631-2849
Fax:
(905) 631-2850
E-Mail: info@campwenonah.com
Website: www.campwenonah.com

The creation of Camp Wenonah was a
team effort. We were so pleased to have
a large number of families and friends that
stood behind us. We will be forever
grateful to our Founding Families and our
Advisory Board members for their
encouragement, guidance and support.

As Wenonah has grown, we have enjoyed
the unique partnerships that have been
created with Camp Jumoke and the Shikoku
Canadian Global Camp in Japan.
Special thanks during this Anniversary
season to our Celebrate Wenonah Co-Chairs
Liz Mossington and Jason Monteith and
the members of their Steering Committee
for the enormous task of developing and
leading the many events and activities
during the 2006 calendar year. Well done!
This Anniversary Edition of the Wenonah
Warbler is the brainchild of our unofficial
Camp Archivist, Barb Janicek. Barb has
worked tirelessly for over a year to write and
produce this wonderful summary of the
first ten years of Camp Wenonah. Thank
you Barb.
As we pause to reflect on our past, we
also look forward with great anticipation
to the future.
The best is yet to come!

Jeff Bradshaw
Owner - Wenonah Camps Group,
Senior Director - Camp Wenonah
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WENONAH GAMES
WENONAH DAY CAMP

O

ne of the most exciting times at camp is Wenonah
Games, when the entire camp is divided into three “houses”
for Olympics-style events that continue over four days. The
houses have Ojibwa names, for the elements of the camp logo:
Aki means “land and trees” and they are the green team;
Dawaa means “the sun” and they are the red and yellow
team; and Zibbins means “moving water” and they are the
blue team. Once you’re part of a house, you’re on that team
for life, and family members are automatically part of the
same house. Wenonah Games are run only at the end of
each month (Periods 2 and 4).

SCHAEFER SCHOLARSHIPS

S

ince its inception, Camp Wenonah has been
nurtured by a large number of people who have
worked passionately towards providing the very best in
program, leadership, service and facility. Two individuals
who have contributed greatly to Wenonah are Jeff
Bradshaw’s parents, Patricia and Bruce Schaefer.
47 years ago, Pat founded the Burlington Dance
Academy in Burlington, Ontario and until her recent
retirement was the Director of one of the most
acclaimed schools of dance in Canada. Bruce spent
most of his career with Valley City Manufacturing in
Dundas, Ontario where he rose to be Vice President of
the company.
Over the years, Pat and Bruce have provided sage
advice and counsel and have demonstrated their
commitment to Wenonah in many practical and meaningful
ways. In 1998 Pat made available the space for
Wenonah’s Main Office on Commerce Court in
Burlington and redesigned the office for the use of the
full-time administrative staff. Bruce travelled to camp for
many years and undertook the task of building new
bunks throughout camp.

Wenonah Games is one of the favourite traditions at camp.
New events are added each year, but there are some old
standards which will always be popular, such as the Monster
Relay, Mickle Island Canoe Race (in all its variations), Just
Like Liz, Make Barb Laugh, the dual lakes challenge, the
staff triathlon, euchre, golf, baby duck water polo, trivial
pursuit, sandcastle building, rivers and dams, the archery
classic – and the list goes on. Of course, the loudest traditions
are the team cheers, and the dining hall erupts whenever
there is a three-way tie.
The Wenonah Games Challenge Cup was introduced in
1999. The team with the highest combined score wins the
entire summer, so events and points from both July and
August, and from all events, count towards the Cup. The
cup itself was not purchased until 2002 (a gift from the staff
that summer), but we kept track of the winners for each
year and the following teams have their names inscribed:

CHALLENGE CUP WINNER
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
N/A

N/A

Zibbins

Aki

Dawaa

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Aki

Zibbins

Aki

Dawaa Dawaa

Pat and Bruce’s ongoing devotion to Wenonah has been
inspirational. To honour their significant contributions to
Wenonah, the Schaefer Scholarships were created and
awarded for the first time in 2003. A $1,000 prize
accompanies each Scholarship. There is a plaque in the
Main Lodge at camp honouring each Schaefer
Scholarship recipient.

2003

2004

2005

2006

Maia Kurzawinski Lorraine Sugar John Hollingshead Kaleigh Fendley
Brendan Beamish

Will Stratton

Pamela Sidey

Matty McEvoy

Jon Woolley

Mike Stewart

Jenn McKye
Jesse Sit
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W

hile the Wenonah camp
experience occurs at the site in
Muskoka for most people, the
year-round operation is based in
Burlington, ON. Growing up in
Burlington, and working for many
years with both Burlington Parks
and Recreation and the local YMCA,
provided Jeff Bradshaw with a unique
perspective on the day camp and
recreational opportunities offered in the area. He recognized
a need for a different kind of day camp, one which could
offer the same kinds of activities and leadership as a residential
one. Because of the collective experience and resources
already available through Wenonah’s residential camp
operation, the logical step was to start a day camp in the
area.
Wenonah Day Camp ran its first season in 2001, under the
co-direction of Charlie Hogg and Jason Monteith. Scout
Camp Manitou, a beautiful site just outside of Milton which
is owned and operated by the Boy Scouts of Canada, was
the home of Wenonah Day Camp. Children were bussed in
from Oakville, Hamilton, Burlington, and Milton, and were
able to participate in activities like archery, kayaking, drama,
field games, and other Wenonah-style programs. It was a
success, and it was rated as the number one day camp in
the area in a Burlington Post reader poll. Leanne Sedentopf
and Pat Bedford took on the co-director positions the following
summer and continued to expand the program. Shannon
Wilson was hired as the full-time Day Camp Director for
the 2003 and 2004 seasons.
Although the initial arrangement was a five-year lease for
the site at Scout Camp Manitou, Wenonah Day Camp was
forced to find another location in 2003 due to changes in
the insurance and rental policies of the Boy Scouts at the
national level. Bronte Creek Provincial Park became the
new home of Wenonah Day Camp. Shannon led another
successful summer with many happy campers, and further
developed the leadership programs.
Wenonah was invited back to the Scout Camp Manitou site for
the summer of 2004. While it was one of the most successful
summers that the Day Camp had had, it was also unfortunately
the last. Internal Boy Scout issues meant that the future of the
site itself was uncertain, and without being able to guarantee
a consistent place from which to run the day camp, Jeff was
forced to suspend the operation. However, in the
four years that it ran, Wenonah Day Camp
provided several thousand children in the
Burlington and Oakville area with a positive
summer camp experience, and many continued
with their camp experience in the residential
setting at Camp Wenonah.
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mewassen

By Doug Bowlby
(originally printed in the 1998 Annual
Warbler)

L OO K WH O’S CR YING NOW

This article was written by Nancy Chorley,
the parent of four campers who have attended Wenonah
for a number of years. It was originally published in the
August 2001 edition of Today’s Parent.

A

birch bark sign, donated to
camp by the Bowlby family, was permanently mounted in the Lodge in
the summer of 1998. Doug Bowlby
tells the story of the significance of
the sign:

O

ur fantasy began in earnest, about six years ago. We
talked about it, we saved for it, we taunted our friends and
neighbours with imaginary scenarios. It would be decadent.
It would be Paradise, Nirvana. In lottery lingo, we began to
“imagine the feeling.”

My grandfather’s greatest joy was the family cottage in the Haliburton
Highlands. It was obvious to my grandfather that this cottage was a
special place. It brought wonderful times to his family and later
generations. The lake, the canoes, the friends and the seasons’ aura
gave our family the cottage experience. Yet, it was undefinable – until
my grandfather spoke to one of his good friends. This man was of
First Nations descent and described the cottage in his culture’s
dialect as “Mewassen.”
“Mewassen,” meaning “happy place,” stuck with my grandfather.
“Mewassen” struck a chord with my mother and uncle as well, who
were in their early teens at the time. To show their appreciation of
their father and his discovery of the “happy place” they set out to
preserve the name “Mewassen” forever. Together, they found a fallen
birch tree and carefully cut the wood into specific and carefully
sized pieces. Each section, as if a part of a puzzle, played an important
role in creating a sign which read “Mewassen.” This labour of love
became an heirloom and hung high above the fireplace in the cottage for over thirty years.
In the spring of 1998, it was the family’s decision that we could no
longer hold on to the cottage, and it was sold. There was only one
thing that made the loss bearable for me: Camp. Like the cottage,
camp is very hard to put into justifiable words. Camp has become a
place where I find my best friends and the only place I can naturally
be myself. It is my other “happy place.”
As the cottage was being cleaned out for its new owners, I remember
looking up at the “Mewassen” sign that my uncle and mother had
worked so hard on. For years it had guarded the cottage from above
the fireplace, and I felt
that it needed to go to
a home that was truly
worthy of the meaning
“Mewassen.” It took
little time for me to
realize that Camp
Wenonah was where
it belonged.
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And then; D-day came. All four children left for camp,
together, for two weeks. The same camp, the same two
weeks.

CENTRE FOR
OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

W

enonah has always had a sixmonth season, running the Centre for
Outdoor Education in the Spring and Fall.
For the most part the Centre hosts school
groups during week days, for 3 or 4 day
visits, and specialty groups on weekends.
Women’s Weekends have become
increasingly popular and comprise most
of the current weekend programs in both
the Spring and the Fall. A weekend conference for Day Camp staff from all over
Ontario is hosted annually.
Jeff Bradshaw was initially the Director of
the Outdoor Centre, but as the Camp
Wenonah business grew, he realized that
it would be necessary to have an on-site
director each season. Jamie Kirlin took on
the seasonal role in 1999. Frank McNeill
was hired as the full-time Director of the
Outdoor Centre and ran it for the 2000
and 2001 seasons. The current Director,
Simon Wells, assumed the role in the Fall
of 2001 and will continue into the 2007
season.
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We had mentally prepared ourselves for this day over four
little lifetimes. Physical preparation took two weeks. Each
garment had a nametag lovingly ironed in. My husband
reasoned that this was required in case the two outfits that
actually got worn got so dirty they became unrecognizable.
I figured that it was in case the children became so filthy
that they, themselves, became unrecognizable, and their
counsellor could just grab them by their shirt and read
their names.
There was, I admit, a little trepidation on my part, however
we piled them in the car and drove into the depths of the
Bracebridge outback. The kids were getting a bit irritated at
Dad singing “It’s the most wonderful time of the year,” but
they plugged in their headphones and tried to ignore him.
I had trouble containing my excitement as well. David later
suggested that perhaps a letter of appreciation would have
been more appropriate than throwing my arms around Jeff
the camp director and yelling, “I love you, I love you.”
What can I say, I was overcome with gratitude. Saint Jeff was
taking all four Chorley children for two weeks and letting us
regain, if not our youth, at least a small piece of our sanity.

Day 1
We got out of bed when we wanted to get out of bed. The
two vans sat stationary in the driveway. Nobody had to be
anywhere at anytime. The phone never rang. We read the
paper cover to cover. I sent the kids a short note to ease
their potential homesickness. The only comment made
when I put dinner on the table was “Mmm, this looks good
honey. Liver and spinach are two of my favourites.”

Day 2
The house is spotless. David goes to work, leaving me with
even more hours of solitude. I balance the chequebook for
1998 and plow full steam ahead into ’99. The phone doesn’t
ring. I send the kids another note telling them that I miss
them. I make a casserole. David’s reaction to the casserole
is, “Oh honey, you’ve outdone yourself. A casserole with
peas and broccoli. This looks delicious.”

Day 4
The house is still spotless. I write the kids a long letter, regaling
them with all the cupboard cleaning I have done. The
chequebook is now up-to-date. I wait for the mailman to
see if he has a letter from camp but only Hydro and Ma
Bell want to correspond with me. The phone doesn’t ring.
I invite our two mothers for dinner so I will have more
people to cook for.

Day 7
The house is still spotless. I courier the kids a care package
with a lengthy note to each one of them, asking them to
write. I stand on the porch and wait for the mailman who,
without prompting, hands me the mail and says, “Nothing
today.” I pay the phone bill but I don’t know why. The thing
never rings. I serve quiche with spinach for dinner. David
says, “I bet the kids would like this.” Clearly he has become
delusional.

Day 10
I frantically pace up and down in my spotless living room
waiting for the mailman. He places the mail in he mailbox
and runs. Definitely a bad sign. I fax each child a lengthy
epistle, begging them to write. I periodically check to
ensure that there is, in fact, a dial tone. Making dinner for
two seems pointless. We eat out.

Day 12
I send one last desperate email to camp, knowing that a
reply is now impossible. I have no more cupboards to clean.
The mailman runs down the sidewalk in front of our house.
He doesn’t look up, for fear of making eye contact. I am
too distraught to eat.

Pick-Up Day
I can’t contain my excitement.
We arrive an hour early. I throw
my arms around my kids and
say, “I love you, I love you.” To
my shock, they beg to stay two
more weeks. Clearly, if Jeff
served quiche with spinach they
would love it. They have found
their Nirvana, their Paradise.
On the ride home I put in the
earphones. I can’t stand
listening to David sing yet a
nother chorus of “It’s the most
wonderful time of the year.”
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“A SAFE PLACE”

By Brendan Beamish
(an email written in 2006)

L

ike everyone who has spent some time at Camp at some point in
their lives, there are many moments in everyday life that make me think
briefly, fondly, about Wenonah. When I hear a song, when I’m surrounded
by trees and water instead of cars and concrete or when, for whatever
reason, the air just feels a little bit fresher than usual. As I said, there are
lots of triggers that take me back.
But this morning I thought about Wenonah for a different reason.

STAFF TEAMS

1998

C

amp would not have been
the success that it was, and
continues to be, without the staff
teams who have worked hard to
provide a positive experience.
Over ten years, these people have
touched the lives of thousands of
children. We are pleased to
acknowledge each person who
worked during Wenonah’s first
ten seasons:

1996
(introductory one week program only)

Deb Dew, Georgina Knox, Karen
McGrath, Steve Moore, Liz Mossington,
Wendy Nosek, Grant Ozechowsky,
Mat Wohlgemut, Ken Waddell

1997

Leah Beynon, Doug Bowlby, Renee
Crawford-Perry, Pete Cuthbert, Jenny
Czinz, Magali Deschenes, Dave Eva,
Sarah Fleming, Denis Giles, Troy
Glover, Courtney Green, Diane
Gribbin, Brett Heneke, Amy Herringer,
Mike Iwanyshyn, Cam Jones, Elizabeth
Jones, Andrew Kapsa, Debbie Lambe,
Matt Lewis-Strauch, Blair McDonald,
Karen McGrath, Ian McTavish, Steve
Moore, Simon Moses, Liz Mossington,
Tricia Newport, Shiona Pitchford,
Katerina Podolak, Dave Richardson,
Samantha Richardson, James Ruddle,
Ellen Thomas, Ken Waddell, Simon
Wells, Susan Whiticar, Shannon Wilson
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Tori Bellissimo, Leah Beynon, Doug
Bowlby, Matt Burke, Dan ChapmanSmith, Corbin Crawford, Martha
Danobeitia, Jessica Dooley, Denis
Giles, Cam Green, Courtney Green,
Jen Hatzlhoffer, Amy Herringer,
Brendan Hollis, Jeremy Hopson, Barb
Janicek, Tamara Jarson, Andrew
Kapsa, Jamie Kirlin, Karen Koehler,
Ken Mariciak, Blair McDonald, Matty
McEvoy, Liam McKenzie, Jason
Monteith, Simon Moses, Liz
Mossington, Jamie Pichora, Samantha
Richardson, Martha-Jean “Marty”
Ricketts, Moore Ross, Suzanne Ross,
Erin Stephenson, Ken Waddell, Tim
Watson, Karen Wells, Jeff “Willy”
Willis, Ben Yanchyshyn

1999

Katelyn Adach, Tori Bellissimo, Leah
Beynon, Linda Bolton, Doug Bowlby,
Ricardo Briceno, Lesley Brownlow,
Dan Chapman-Smith, Leah Chutko,
Marten Coles, Pete Cuthbert, Martha
Danobeitia, Meaghan Decourcy,
Christina Donelan, Jessica Dooley,
Steve Doubt, Iain Fleming, Daniela
Giangioppo, Kris Giles, Cam Green,
Courtney Green, Tricia Grenon, Claire
Hall, Jennifer Hatzlhoffer, Amy
Herringer, Blain Herringer, Brendan
Hollis, Jeremy Hopson, Barb Janicek,
Andrew Kapsa, Jamie Kirlin, David
Knox, Carl Lamb, Jess LePage, Ken
Mariciak, Andrew Markew, Matty
McEvoy, Karen McGrath, Jennifer
McMechan, Frank McNeill, Jason
Monteith, Simon Moses, Liz

Mossington, Adam Notzl-Keyser,
Jamie Pichora, Katerina Podolak,
Monika Podolak, Lara Purvis,
Samantha Richardson, Martha-Jean
Ricketts, Suzanne Ross, Lindsay Scott,
Ken Waddell, Tim Watson, Simon
Wells, Shannon Wilson, Ben
Yanchyshyn

2000

Betsy Adair, James Addington,
Darryl Annable, Heather Arnold, Tori
Bellissimo, Anthony “Bootsie” Best,
Ricardo Briceno, Dave Brodeur, Jessica
Brown, Jolan Canrinus,
Dan Chapman-Smith, Leah Chutko,
Meaghan Decourcy, Christina
Donelan, Jessa Dooley, Allison
Freeman, Mary Grant, Tom Habib,
Claire Hall, Tim Hunt, Matt Jackson,
Barb Janicek, Paul Johnston, Cam
Jones, Geoff Knott, David Knox, Maia
Kurzawinski, Carl Lamb, Jess LePage,
Meg Lewis-Strauch, Dann Macias,
Mike MacLellan, Scott Mariciak,
Andrew Markew, Carolyn McCabe,
Matty McEvoy, Jennifer McMechan,
Frank McNeill, Tess Menet, Stephanie
Monaghan, Jason Monteith, Simon
Moses, Jeff Parker, Emma Peterson,
Adam Philip, Veronika Pienkowski,
Monika Podolak, Lara Purvis, Suzanne
Ross, Tal Schacham, Amy Schneeberg,
Alison Slack, Matt Spiegle, Sylvia
Stone, Nicky van der Walle, Jan Vieth,
Ken Waddell, Dylan Wade, Dave
Watson, Tim Watson, Sandra Weisz,
Jeff “Willy” Willis, Jon Woolley
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“ WAKING UP
WENONAH”

By Jackie Clark, Period 4, August
2005
(originally published in the
2005 Annual Warbler)

A

t the end of August Camp, Girls’
Camp camper Jackie Clark wrote a
wonderful poem about Wenonah.
We were so impressed, that we asked
Jackie to read the poem at the August
Camp Closing Candlelight (and she
happily agreed).
It’s hard to imagine camp without
life, without love.
Cold and colourless it waits.
No campers rushing to PICs. No
cheers erupting from the Lodge.
Camp Wenonah is sleeping. Until the
summer months when it will be woken.
Camp will then sing out as every day
routines and a million miracles bring
her back to life.
She thrives on the waves of affection
coming from everyone.
She dances as we sing and cheer.
Complaining about Morning Dip to
competing with your house teams.
All these things make Wenonah.
Each year, we must be here to
wake-up Wenonah.

I opened my email to find three new messages. The first two were about
personal experiences my friends had had with violent events, and how
upsetting they were. In sharp contrast to the other two emails, the third
email was a standard notification sent from a popular online social network
web site. The message notified me that I had been invited to join a social
group called “Camp Wenonah.” It had been created by a group of
campers and quite literally had no purpose other than to be a place for
campers (and some staff) to post pictures and messages about Camp
Wenonah. For the next little while I couldn’t take the smile off my face as
I laughed and looked at pictures and read the first online discussion
board titled “Get rid of Morning Dip” (containing discussions about
morning dip and how it is hard and makes your hair wet for breakfast,
etc.). I eventually closed the site and went on with my day.
Not much later, I found myself
thinking about these emails again.
Jeff, how wonderful is it that in a
time when people are fearful of
many aspects of day-to-day life,
there are dozens of teenagers out
there whose primary concerns are
centered around a countdown to
camp and how cold morning dip
can be? This was another moment
when I found myself thinking fondly
of Wenonah. Not brought on by a sound or a smell, but by a reminder of
just how important the place is. It’s almost humbling to view a simple
web site and actually be able to feel the love and excitement brought on
by the simple act of spending a small portion of the year together under
one beautiful starry roof.
There are lots of things that we can all be
worried about. It’s the reality of the world.
But this morning I realized my fondest
memory of Camp Wenonah: that, no matter
how tired or frustrated I may have been on
any given day, I always woke up at
Wenonah knowing that I and everyone
around me felt safe. Safe with each other,
and safe as ourselves. I will always miss
camp and my heartfelt thanks goes out to
every single person who continues to make
Wenonah the wonderful place that it is.
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WOMEN’S WEEKENDS

by Robyn (Schuller) Harrison,
who attended several Women’s Weekends at Wenonah.
(originally published in the 2001 Annual Warbler)

T

he first Women’s Weekend was held in May of 1999
with 50 women attending. Since then, the weekends have
grown so much that they are now offered in both Spring
and Fall, the spots fill up months in advance and most
have waiting lists. 6 weekends were offered in 2006.
Many groups of women have returned year after year,
and the groups grow as they bring friends. Some specialty
weekends have even been added over the years, like
Scrapbooking workshops. People often ask “what do
you do at a woman’s weekend?” The answer: anything
you want! Relax, canoe, climb, have a massage, do yoga,
take a watercolour lesson with Elke Scholz, kayak, do
archery, try tai chi, go for a hike around the lake, play
Bingo, do crafts – all at whatever pace you feel like.
It’s like time at a cottage or, well, summer camp! Robyn,
a regular attendee for several years, wrote about the
experience:
After two years of anticipation, the day was finally here.
I couldn’t wait to hit the open road, bound for the most
relaxing place in Ontario - Camp Wenonah on Women’s
Weekend! I had had the pleasure of attending the very
first weekend two years earlier. In a few short years, it had
expanded from one weekend to four weekends and, due
to my high praise, this year I had managed to convince
ten girlfriends to meet at the camp for this exclusively
female retreat.
Sleeping in cabins, fresh air, and walking to the bathroom
at night with a flashlight add to the greatness of this
experience. All the activities that the lucky campers get
to do throughout the summer are readily available:
kayaking, rock climbing, arts and crafts and campfires
are only a few of the possibilities. Alternatively, you can
relax all day, reading on the dock, or on the massive deck.
There’s coffee and a large selection of magazines always
available in the mess hall. All activities are voluntary
and, on this particular weekend, massage therapists
were on site to soothe away stress built up during the
year. In fact, the only decision I made all weekend was
what time I wanted my massage! This must have been
even more meaningful for the numerous mothers who
were experiencing what their children do during the
summer. Just as I had remembered, delicious, plentiful
meals were served (that’s right moms, you don’t have to
cook or clean!), and the staff kept us well informed and
entertained. As all the tanned, smiling women were
leaving, I heard pacts being made to make this retreat
an annual event. As I drove away from Camp Wenonah,
relaxed and refreshed, all I could think was, “Why do I
spend five days of my week in a cubicle?”
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2001

James Addington, Danny Austin,
Peter-Jan Austin, Rodrigo Fernandez
Barajas, Brendan Beamish, Anthony
“Bootsie” Best, Linda Bolton, Jon
Bradshaw, Ricardo Briceno, Caron Brick,
Sally Cameron, Dan Chapman-Smith,
Joanna Chapman-Smith, Ali
Charlebois, Meaghan Decourcy,
Christina Donelan, Iain Duncan, Jose
Ignacio Etchegaray Coron, Jordan
Field, Robyn Francis, Allison Freeman,
Mark Freyman, Denis Giles, Ryan
Giles, Shawn Gill, Liam Goudy, Mary
Grant, Cam Green, Jessica Green,
Jonathan Greenway, Dan Harrison,
Lauren Hill, Shawn Humble, Matt
Jackson, Barb Janicek, Paul Johnston,
Megan Jones, Claire Kearney-Volpe,
Geoff Knott, David Knox, Meg LewisStrauch, Jennifer McMechan, Frank
McNeill, Simon Moses, Veronika
Pienkowski, Raul Ramirez, Blythe RelfPhypers, Matt Spiegle, Lisa Stern,
Katherine Stewart, Lorraine Sugar,
Jonathan Tarshis-Neil, Andrew Vale,
Nicky van der Walle, Meredith
Vanstone, Jan Vieth, Dylan Wade,
Dave Watson, Sandra Weisz, Simon
Wells, Shannon Wilson; WCITs who
worked in August were Ollie Aeby,
Natalie Galas, Jessica Hishon, Jenn
McKye, Will Stratton, Cindy Taylor

2002

Ollie Aeby, Jessica Allardyce, Jamie
Arfin, Heather Arnold, Danny Austin,
Brendan Beamish, Anthony “Bootsie”
Best, Patrick Best, Linda Bolton, Jon
Bradshaw, Ricardo Briceno, Caron
Brick, Claire Brownell, Joanna
Chapman-Smith, Ali Charlebois, Trevor
Clark, Evan Cook, Greig Cowan,
Martha Danobeitia, Derrick Dew,
Christina Donelan, Nora Draper,
Stephanie Duck, Kate Fenton, Jordan
Field, Iain Fleming, Andrew Ford,
Garrett Fowler, Roger Frappier, Natalie

Galas, Denis Giles, Cam Green, Jessica
Green, Dan Harrison, Gillian Herold,
Lauren Hill, John Hollingshead, Kate
Holloway, Michael Hood, Matt
Jackson, Paul Johnston, Colin Knott,
Geoff Knott, Maia Kurzawinski, Jamie
McGuire, Melissa McKenzie, Jenn
McKye, Amy Neveroff, Heather Parker,
Veronika Pienkowski, Monika
Podolak, Suzanne Ross, Pam Sidey,
Matt Spiegle, Katherine Stewart, Will
Stratton, Lorraine Sugar, Jonathan
Tarshis-Neil, Cindy Taylor, Nicky van
der Walle, Brent von Hagen, Dylan
Wade, Alex Warren, Dave Watson,
Sandra Weisz, Jon Woolley, Adam
Wrestch

2003

Jessica Allardyce, Jamie Arfin, Danny
Austin, Adam Babiak, Brendan
Beamish, Anthony “Bootsie” Best,
Patrick Best, Linda Bolton, Jon
Bradshaw, Josh Bradshaw, Caron
Brick, Jocelyn Butler, Blake Chorley,
Adam Clare, Trevor Clark, Martha
Danobeitia, Melissa Deyell, Christina
Donelan, David Donelan, Nora Draper,
Stephanie Duck, Kaleigh Fendley,
Jordan Field, Garrett Fowler, Natalie
Galas, Oliver Gatalo, Denis Giles, Cam
Green, Jessica Green, Dan Harrison,
Caitlin Henry, Lauren Hill, John
Hollingshead, Kate Holloway, Michael
Hood, Paul Johnston, Hannah Kent,
Katie Kilgour, Colin Knott, Geoff
Knott, Kaitlin Knyf, Maia Kurzawinski,
Antoine Lebrun, Zoe Lysy, Dann
Macias, Ken Mariciak, Jamie
McCracken, Jamie McGuire, Melissa
McKenzie, Jenn McKye, Simon Moses,
Laura Nickerson, Heather Parker,
Marie Peterson, Matt Powell, Raul
Ramirez, Sarah Richmond, Clayton
Ross, Katherine Ross, Suzanne Ross,
Pam Sidey, Katherine Stewart, Mike
Stewart, Will Stratton, Jonathan
Tarshis-Neil, Guillaume Tremblay,

Brent von Hagen, Christine Wallace,
Alex Warren, Dave Watson, Jon
Woolley, Adam Wrestch, Aaron Zadek,
David Zarum

2004

Sam Allen, Brendan Beamish, Anthony
“Bootsie” Best, Patrick Best, Leah
Beynon, Jon Bradshaw, Josh
Bradshaw, Ricardo Briceno, Caron
Brick, Claire Brownell, Courtney
(Green) Bowlby, Doug Bowlby, Linda
Bolton, Jocelyn Butler, Andrew Cohrs,
Natalie Cowling, Christina Donelan,
David Donelan, Stephanie Duck,
Danielle Eddy, Kaleigh Fendley, Kate
Fenton, Jessica Field, Jordan Field,
Katelyn Field, Oliver Gatalo, Daniela
Giangioppo, Denis Giles, Cameron
Green, Jessica Green, Dan Harrison,
Lauren Hill, John Hollingshead, Kate
Holloway, Brent Huras, Barb Janicek,
Paul Johnston, Hannah Kent, Colin
Knott, Geoff Knott, Kaitlin Knyf, Maia
Kurzawinski, Marie-Eve L’Anglais,
Antoine Lebrun, Janet MacKinnon,
Scott Mariciak, Brandon McClounie,
Jamie McCracken, Blair McDonald,
Matty McEvoy, Jamie McGuire,
Melissa McKenzie, Jenn McKye, Kaitlin
McMillan, Craig Mitchell, Jason
Monteith, Liz Mossington, Shannon
Murray, Laura Nickerson, Heather
Parker, Veronika Pienkowski, Adriana
Pliego, Monika Podolak, Clayton Ross,
Katherine Ross, Suzanne Ross,
Alexandra Rotstein, Jason Sadler,
Elizabeth Shantz, Pam Sidey, Jesse Sit,
Tanya Springer, Mike Stewart, Will
Stratton, Lorraine Sugar, Guillaume
Tremblay, Erin Vandermarel, Alex
Warren, Tim Watson, Simon Wells,
Shannon Wilson, Samantha Wisnicki,
Samantha Wood, Jon Woolley, Adam
Wrestch, Lilith Wyatt, Dave Zarum
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“ WHAT CAMP MEANS TO ME”

By Adam Babiak
(originally published in the 2002 Annual Warbler)

2005

Samantha Aeby, Lindsay Babcock,
Adam Babiak, Anthony “Bootsie”
Best, Jon Bradshaw, Michael Brewer,
Caron Brick, Claire Brownell, John
Brownscombe, Linda Bolton, Matt
Burke, Jocelyn Butler, Daphne
Calderon, Alex Campbell, Taylor
Campbell, Andrew Cohrs, Natalie
Cowling, Amy Craig-Neil, Mark
DeLottinville, David Donelan, Danielle
Eddy, Kaleigh Fendley, Jessica Field,
Jordan Field, Katelyn Field, Dan
Flaherty, Julio Gallegos, Oliver Gatalo,
Alexandra Gosselin-Landry, Cameron
Green, Dan Harrison, John
Hollingshead, William Hutchings, Matt
Jackson, Barb Janicek, Katherine
Joyce, Colin Knott, Kaitlin Knyf,
Marie-Eve L’Anglais, Stefanie Lanspap,
Antoine Lebrun, Janet MacKinnon,
John Malcolm, Scott Mariciak,
Brandon McClounie, Matty McEvoy,
Brendon McKenzie, Jenn McKye,
Kaitlin McMillan, Craig Mitchell, Jason
Monteith, Simon Moses, Liz
Mossington, Ryan Mueller, Shannon
Murray, George Paschos, Thomas

Pearson, Marie Peterson, Riley Pierce,
Mario Ramirez Negrin, Laura
Nickerson, Desmond Rice, Carolyn
Ross, Clayton Ross, Graham Ross,
Katherine Ross, Alexandra Rotstein,
Cameron Rowlands, Jason Sadler, Pam
Sidey, Jesse Sit, Tanya Springer,
Jonathan “Graeme” Steel, Mike
Stewart, Will Stratton, Lorraine Sugar,
Harrison Taylor, Erin Vandermarel,
Christine Wallace, Alex Warren,
Danielle Warren, Simon Wells,
Shannon Wilson, John Wintermeyer,
Samantha Wisnicki, Samantha Wood,
Adam Wrestch, Susan Zahradnik,
Dave Zarum

2006

Samantha Aeby, Marleigh Austin,
Lindsay Babcock, Mike Brewer, Caron
Brick, Greg Brown, Claire Brownell,
John Brownscombe, Matt Burke,
Jocelyn Butler, Daphne Calderon, Alex
Campbell, Ali Charlebois, Adam Clare,
Andrew Cohrs, Amy Craig Neil, Mark
DeLottinville, Justin Deyell, Janette
Downie, Danielle Eddy, Kaleigh

Fendley, Steph Ferguson, James Ferry,
Jordan Field , Dan Flaherty, Oliver
Gatalo, Cameron Green, Dan
Harrison, Lauren Hill, Illyse Hoffer, WiIl
Hutchings, Courtney Jacobs, Katherine
Joyce, Geoff Knott, Kaitlin Knyf, Marie
Eve L’Anglais, Stephen LeMesurier,
Janet MacKinnon, Andrea Mager,
John Malcolm, Brandon McClounie,
Matty McEvoy, Hilary McGuire, Jamie
McGuire, Jenn McKye, Craig Mitchell,
Graham Mitchell, Nathaniel Moenck,
Jason Monteith, Liz Mossington, Ryan
Mueller, Shannon Murray, Laura
Nickerson, Tom Pearson, Sam
Perlmutter, Emma Pickard, Veronika
Pienkowski, Karen (Wells) Renkema,
Clayton Ross, Graham Ross, Katherine
Ross, Cam Rowlands, Jason Sadler,
Pam Sidey, Jesse Sit, Tanya Springer,
Julia Stephenson, Mike Stewart,
Will Stratton, Lorraine Sugar, Ian
Tendijowski, Mike Tighe, Erin
Vandermarel, Alex Warren, Danielle
Warren, Simon Wells, Chris Williamson,
Samantha Wood, Jon Woolley, Adam
Wrestch, Lilith Wyatt, Dave Zarum

W

hile I was at camp this year, Jeff asked me to talk about the meaning of camp at the closing campfire with Melissa
[McKenzie], the Girls’ Section Director. Jeff asked me right after dinner, as I was leaving the Lodge.”Mr. Babiak,” he
called, “Would you come here a moment?” When he called me over, I was petrified. I immediately began browsing my
memory for anything I had done in the past forty-eight hours, for any clue as to the reason for this sudden interview. “I’d
like you and Melissa to talk at the closing campfire about what camp means to you.”
For a moment, I really didn’t know what to say. I was relieved that I hadn’t violated one of the many subtle rules of polite
company and conduct that exist for leadership participants at Wenonah, so his question really didn’t sink in until Melissa
invited me for tea in the Lodge to talk it over. “Talk what over?” was my question. Melissa paused. My eyes stared back
blankly.
“The meaning of camp?”
And it rumbled in my brain like cymbals crashing: I was going to talk about
the meaning of camp. I then spent a solid forty-eight hours pondering the
meaning of camp. The sheer volume of pondering I did was required simply
because I had never before considered the question! Asking about the
meaning of camp is like asking about the meaning of life; and the answers
are similar. You exist as a living organism, you eat and breathe, and as a
human being living in the 21st century, you belong to a complex society that
defines your personality with both obvious and subtle cultural cues.
As a human being living at camp, I belong to a complex hierarchy of individuals
from varying walks of life, all bringing to camp their own unique experiences.
Despite their diversity of opinion, camp is governed by a set of rules, not
unlike the laws of a society.

NURSES
YEAR

PERIOD 1

1996*
1997
1998
1999

Carolyn Campbell
Elizabeth Fudge
Elizabeth Fudge
Elizabeth Fudge

2000

Elizabeth Fudge

2001

Elizabeth Fudge

2002

Karen Ferry
Martina Weir

2003

Karen Ferry
Martina Weir
Karen Ferry
Margaret McIntyre

2004

2005
2006

Karen Ferry
Margaret McIntyre
Karen Ferry
Margaret McIntyre

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 5

Donna Cheng
Donna Cheng
Michael Green
Jennifer Green
Carolyn Campbell

Carolyn Campbell
Carolyn Campbell
Carolyn Campbell

Carolyn Campbell
Carolyn Campbell
Kelly Clarke

N/A
N/A
N/A

Karen Ferry

N/A

Joanne Kent
Marilyn Hazelwood
Joanne Kent
Liz Ferguson

Anne Marie Jewiss
Susie Bush
Anne Marie Jewiss
Louise Pope-Rhoden

Natasha Veronesi (4A)
Marsha Young (4B)
Sheila O’Reilly

N/A

Joanne Kent
Liz Ferguson
Joanne Kent
Penny Diamantopoulos (2A)
Jane Guolo (2B)
Joanne Kent
Liz Ferguson
Joanne Kent
Sue Jones

Anne Marie Jewiss
Louise Pope-Rhoden
Anne Marie Jewiss
Louise Pope-Rhoden

Terri Lavoie
Linda Cassin (4A)
Joanne Fiset (4B)
Maria Green
Elizabeth Fudge
Maria Green
Sherry Nichols

Anne Marie Jewiss
Louise Pope-Rhoden
Anne Marie Jewiss
Louise Pope-Rhoden

Sherry Nichols
Sue Jones
Sherry Nichols
Angela Doucette

N/A

N/A
Sue Jones

Jane Guolo
Jane Guolo

But camp is a very odd society, because instead of making its members
participate in any sort of economy (outside of Wenonah clothing
purchases), our citizens pursue their own acquisition of a job, they
learn to canoe and they learn to braid gimp and they learn how to
deal with living in a tightly enclosed cabin with 8 other young campers
and one stressed out young counsellor.
For me, this is a facet of the camp experience. Going to camp really is like travelling to a very exclusive, very foreign
destination. At camp, you are basically sequestered from the bombardment of audio/visual/textual media that we consume
on a day-to-day basis in our own society. Camp Wenonah is the sort of society that “The More You Know” ads were trying
to build in the 1980s. Camp is life beyond prejudice. You exist as an individual who is judged first and foremost by your
actions and your words, not your gender or race.
Camp life shocks me more than city life now, because the older I get, the more conscious I become of the differences and
inequalities that exist in the world around me.
To see, in an instant, those inequalities leveled in
a place I’ve been taking for granted for seven
years of my life is the truly astounding part.
To ask me the meaning of camp is to ask who
I am. Melissa and I both voiced this opinion at
our teatime discussions: we don’t know where the
individual ends and camp begins. I can’t imagine
my life without camp. Well, actually, I can.
I’d be lazier. I’d be apathetic and antisocial
and anecdote-less.
Camp is my life. It’s as simple as that.

*1996 was an introductory week - Periods do not apply
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WHAT ’S IN A NAME?

MANAGEMENT TEAM

W

A

hen choosing a name for
his camp, Jeff Bradshaw had three
very specific criteria in mind. It
had to have meaning to the local
community of Muskoka, Ontario.
It had to have Native significance,
CAMP
in keeping with the larger
camping tradition of using
WENONAH
Native names and terms. And it
had to be meaningful on a
personal level. Wenonah met all of his
criteria and the rest, as they say, is history.

s a seasonal operation, we tend to think
of the staff as the young adults who spend their
summers, and sometimes the spring and fall as
well, working on-site at Wenonah. But there are
full-time, year-round staff who work tirelessly to
prepare for each season. There is a lot that goes
into running a camp, which is not always seen
because it happens behind office doors, often
in Burlington, and usually in the dead of winter
while camp is the furthest thing from most
people’s minds.

• Ellen Thomas assumes temporary role as

• Rob Kloet begins with Wenonah as

office director (November 1997 to Spring
1998)
• Liz Mossington assumes full-time role as
administrative assistant (January 1998 to
June 1998)
• November 9, 1998 – camp office moves
from Jeff’s home on Reynolds Ave to 3584
Commerce Court (in Burlington Dance
Academy building)
• Sue Edmunds assumes full-time role as
Bookkeeper (November 1998 to August
2000)
• Jamie Kirlin assumes full-time role as Office
Administrator (January 1999 to June 1999)
• Frank McNeill assumes full time role as
Associate Director, in charge of Outdoor
Centre (September 1999 to August 2001)
• Barb Janicek assumes full time role as
Associate Director, doing Administration
(September 1999 to August 2005)
• Caron Brick assumes full time position as
manager of Camping and Outdoor
Bookstore (moves to Director of
Administration for Wenonah Day Camp in
2001, and as an Associate Director for
Camp Wenonah from January 2005 to the
present)
• Simon Wells assumes full-time position as
an Associate Director with the responsibility
for the Outdoor Education Centre
(September 2001 – present)
• Shannon Wilson assumes full-time position
as Co-Director (September 2001, moves to
Director of Wenonah Day Camp from
October 2002 until October 2004)
• Renata Bradshaw assumes part-time
administrative role (October to December
2003) to cover Barb’s absence (while she’s
in Japan)
• Denis Giles assumes full-time administrative
role (February to August 2004)
• Elaine Campbell joins Wenonah staff as
part-time Bookkeeper (January 2004 to
July 2005)

financial consultant
(January 2004 - ongoing)
• Sue McClung joins Wenonah as
bookkeeper when Elaine leaves (July 2005)
• Liz Mossington joins Wenonah staff team
on part-time contract basis to coordinate
administration for Celebrate Wenonah
(September 2005 - November 2006)
• Mike Stewart joins Wenonah as full-time
Associate Director (October 2006 and into
2007)
• Jason Monteith continues
his long association with
Wenonah as an Associate
Director with the over-all
responsibility for the Period
Five program (2004-2006)
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Personal Significance:
Sydney Bradshaw was born on February 9, 1996 – just
months before Jeff and Renata started the camp. Since
Wenonah means “first born daughter” in Ojibwa, the name
had very significant personal meaning to the Bradshaws.
Although they had no way of knowing then that their family
would grow to include two more daughters, the name
“Wenonah” being associated with their eldest child and the
year 1996 made it that much more meaningful.

Native Significance:

Local Significance:
Wenonah also has local significance. One of the first steam
ships in Muskoka, in 1865, was the Wenonah. Transportation
through the area was very difficult and the pioneers
who settled in the area could not have done it without the
steam ships. She was finally “scuttled” around 1890. The
remains of the sunken steam ship were discovered in 2000.
In 2002 the Wenonah II was launched as part of the fleet of
Segwun ships. In fact, the Outdoor Centre Spring Staff had
their appreciation dinner on the Wenonah II in 2005.

Many Canadian camp names have a Native meaning so in
selecting the name, Camp Wenonah joined in a larger history
and tradition of summer camping. There are many stories of
Wenonah in the Ojibwa and Dakota cultures. Most are a
variation on a lover’s leap, whether it is Wenonah herself
who leaps to her death or the man who loves her, or she
falls from a great height as a means of sacrifice. One story
even has her going over Niagara Falls. In all of the stories,
she is the first-born daughter of a prominent member of the
tribe. Wenonah also appears in Henry W. Longfellow’s
poem “Song of Hiawatha” as Hiawatha's mother, daughter
of Nokomis. One of the best-documented versions of the
story can be found on the web site of Wenonah Canoe, in
Winona, Minnesota: ”Among the many tales of the maiden
We-no-nah, none is more tragic than the legend of her
futile leap from a precipice now called Maiden Rock to
escape betrothal to the young Chief Tamdoka when she
desired the Frenchman, DuLuth. Following a sojourn with
We-no-nah's tribe aside vast Lake Pepin, DuLuth resumed
his mission, seeking the source of the Mississippi. She
offered to guide the party of canoeists, but he declined,
promising to return for her after completing the dangerous
journey. But to seize her beauty for himself in DuLuth's
absence, Tamdoka methodically deceived We-no-nah's
tribe, convincing all but she that DuLuth had died enroute.
It was at sunset on the eve of her enforced wedding to
Tamdoka that We-no-nah scaled the peak alone seeking
signs of DuLuth. Seeing none, and with all hope vanished,
she elected death rather than life with any save DuLuth. Yet
moments later it was DuLuth who found her lifeless form as
he returned in triumph to claim We-no-nah.”
(www.wenonah.com)
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CAMP JUMO KE

O

IN THE BEGINNING . . .

ne of our proudest
associations at Wenonah is with
Camp Jumoke, a unique camping
experience that has been a special
part of our August Camp program
for the past four years. A little bit
about Jumoke for those who may
not have been at Camp during this
memorable period:

A

s Camp Wenonah celebrates its tenth year and looks
ahead to many more, it’s important to look back at where
and how it all began.
Camp Oak-A-Lea was built and established in 1965 as an
all boys’ camp, run by Graydon & Irene Boyes until 1972.
The name Oak-a-Lea was derived from two sources, the
song of the Red-Winged Blackbird, emblematic of the
emphasis on outdoor activity in the camp’s programme,
and Oakley township, that part of Muskoka in which the
camp is located. The camp operation was suspended in ’72,
and over the next 25 years the site was used only a few
weeks per summer by a number of small user groups. So it
was that when Jeff began looking at camp sites in the mid
1990’s, what he found was a well-kept site in excellent
condition.

W HAT

W HY

Others helped throughout the year with preparations for the
first full season. Tom Appleyard, Amy Herringer, the
Iwanyshyn family (Darka, Oleh, Mike, Anna & Natalka),
Andrew Kapsa, Scott & Ken Mariciak, Liz Mossington, Patricia
Schaefer, and Ellen Thomas all volunteered their time promoting
the camp, including at camp fairs and trade shows.
Before and during the start-up of Camp Wenonah, Jeff got
advice from peers and mentors through an Advisory Group,
which included Tom Appleyard, Sandy Bovair Young,
Patricia Bradshaw, Barry Brownlow, Linda Fielding,
Anthony Hughes, Barb Jorgenson, John Jorgenson, Jane
McCutcheon, Milena Nosek, Vince Nosek, Bruce Schaefer,
Archdeacon Ralph Spence, Ken Waddell, N. Jill Vandal,
Allan Will, Dr. Norma Wright, and Stephen Young.

The first session of Camp Wenonah was held during the last
week of Summer in1996 as a promotional introduction.
Many people supported the Bradshaws’ endeavor to start
their own camp, including the staff who worked that week
and the campers and families who attended. Nine families
were so supportive, in myriad ways, that they became
known as the Founding Families: Carolyn & Ken Campbell,
Darka & Oleh Iwanyshyn, Jane & Dave Butchart, Susan &
Peter Knox, Judy & Graham Addington, Val & Dick Bennett,
Deb Mariciak, Jane & Don Grant, Aggie & Jim Bolton.
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IS

C AMP J UMOKE ?

Camp Jumoke (pronouced
joo-MOH-keh) is a non-profit,
charitable organization that works
to help send children who are
affected with sickle cell disease to
summer camp for two weeks each
year. Campers range in age from 8
to 17 years and attend camp at little
or no cost to their families.
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IS

C AMP J UMOKE

SPECIAL ?

Camp Jumoke is the first and only summer camp for children with
sickle cell disease. The camp was co-founded in Canada in 1994
by members of The Association for the Advancement of Blacks in
Health Sciences (AABHS). “Jumoke” is a word from the Yoruba
language of Nigeria that means “everyone loves the child.” This
expression captures the devotion and mandate of the Volunteer
Staff who work to provide a special camping experience for children
living with a chronic and life-threatening medical condition.

W HY

FOCUS ON

S ICKLE C ELL D ISEASE ?

As a disorder, sickle cell disease is neither widely recognized nor
understood. Unlike disorders such as cancer, epilepsy, diabetes, and
hemophilia, most people have not heard of sickle cell disease. Among
those who have, most cannot explain the basics of the disorder.
Compared to other diseases, sickle cell disease has been
chronically under-funded in community and healthcare initiatives
despite the burgeoning number of individuals affected.
Community initiatives such as Camp Jumoke serve to increase
disease awareness and provide families with opportunities for
adventure and physical challenge in a safe environment which they
might not enjoy otherwise.

W HY

FOCUS ON CHILDREN ?

Children with sickle cell disease face a number of challenges
that make physical, social, cognitive, and emotional development
difficult. In addition to physical ailments, many children have
learning difficulties as a consequence of their disease, making
their experience in school frustrating and overwhelming.
Furthermore, in Ontario, these children typically represent a visible
minority. A number of them are recent immigrants to Canada
who speak English as a second language and many come from
single parent and/or low-income families. Camp Jumoke’s mandate
each year is to send 40 children to camp at little or no cost to
families, with the support of community and corporate donations.

5 and 10-YEAR
CAMP ER
AWARDS

A

lthough working at summer camp is often
its own reward, there are some times when it is
necessary to acknowledge contributions which
go above and beyond expectations. In the fifth
season, 5 year staff and 5 year camper awards
were introduced. Campers who attend for 5 years
get a mini canoe paddle with their name and the
camp logo engraved on it. Those who have been
on staff for 5 years receive a beautiful piece of
stained-glass art.
2006 represents the first opportunity for
anyone to receive 10 year camper and
staff awards. The honour of being the
first 10 year campers goes to Anna
Jamieson Kasko, Catherine Jamieson
Kasko, Jamie Kennedy, Cameron
Babcock and Ellen Shantz.
Our first 10 year staff
award goes to Liz
Mossington, who has
stayed involved with
camp each year in a
meaningful way.
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“A BLANKET OF LOVE”

By Barb Janicek
(originally published in the 1999 Annual Warbler)

2005

• new storage shed at archery
• Lodge floor completely replaced
(with red-winged blackbird logo by
fireplace) by Chris Brown
• 200+ pictures (in new frames) replaced in Lodge
• deck added on to Driftwood by Mike Brick
• diving board at swim dock
• theatre-style popcorn maker purchased for the kitchen
• doors & windows replaced on all cabins between
2005-2006
• low-flow toilets installed in all washrooms to increase
environmental sensitivity
• walk-in fridge gets a new lining, new shelves

2006

• a new Woodchip built for Director’s office and program
staff office

• old Director’s office (former Woodchip/old Tuck shop)
moved to site across from Ouellet Village, establishing
Gatorville, the site/facility area
• Roadside (formerly site/facility) converted into
Leadership office
• Leadership building built next to Driftwood, named
Barb’s Place (Fall 2006)
• kitchen floor replaced
• Stockade removed (cedar shanking walls – but the stage
remains)
• tennis courts built on old Sportsfield
• new sports field established in clearing behind
Driftwood (named “the Upper Deck”)
• construction begins on the Health Centre expansion
(Fall 2006)

I

have been a camper for a very long
time, and each September my school
friends were subjected to hearing how
wonderful camp was, how much fun
I’d had, and how much I couldn’t wait
for the following summer. They always
thought that I would outgrow it, but
instead it became more and more
important to me, until finally I made it
my job. One friend, who has never
been to camp, recently asked me in
frustration, “What’s so great about camp? Why do you keep going back?”
In reflecting on why I continue to return to camp, I keep coming back to one
thought: camp is my safe place, my security blanket. And the more I think
about it, the more I believe that safety is the reason that most campers return.
The most tender gesture that I can imagine is to cover someone with a blanket
while they are sleeping. Any parent will understand this. It is an act of love
that is bestowed on a person while he/she is in the most vulnerable position.
It is an act of selfless kindness with no expectation of reward. This is the
ultimate symbol of camp: a person lets her guard down, and rather than
exploiting her, the staff treats her with kindness and love, leaving her open
to grow, develop, and nurture the self and others.
Safety at camp is a pretty big issue, and understandably so. Standards must
be met, rules must be followed, and qualifications must be current. If a first
aid kit is not packed on a trip, the trip doesn’t go out. We check swim levels
and meds and allergies on the very first day. Physical safety at camp is not
negotiable. But neither is emotional safety.
There’s a reason for this, far beyond liability and insurance. According to
Maslow, a pioneer in the field of psychology, there is a hierarchy of needs
which is based on the theory that children are seeking individual identity.
There are six basic human needs, which must be met in sequential order.
Safety is second only to the basic physiological needs that sustain life, like
food, water, and warmth. Only after the need for safety is met can we go on
to fulfill the other needs that camp offers, like the need to be loved, the need
to belong, the need to know, the need for beauty and order, and the need
to achieve competence. When we talk about safety the focus is too often on
the physical. But campers not only need to be safe, they need to feel safe, too.
I keep returning to camp because, for me, it is a safe place, where people
consistently cover me with blankets. You don’t have to be afraid of letting
loose and being yourself at camp because you know that you are going to
be supported by staff and campers. Campers can try new things and push
the boundaries of their safety zones because the risk is controlled.
Confidence and self-esteem are promoted, fostered, and encouraged.
Campers allow themselves to be vulnerable and, with a good staff, the kids
will walk away stronger because they were not let down. It does not matter
what needs campers come with, whether they are seeking acceptance,
attention, self-esteem, inspiration, confidence, encouragement, challenge,
strength, or respect, the only way those needs can be met is if the camper
feels safe. This kind of security just isn’t found in many other places, and I
think that is ultimately the reason kids return to camp. I know it is for me.
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SCGC IN JAPAN

S

hikoku Canadian Global Camp offers young people a Canadianstyle residential camp experience with a mix of Japanese culture.
SCGC is held at Le Port Awashima, a residential program facility located
on Awashima Island (one hour west of Takamatsu). After a short ferry ride
from the mainland, campers are within easy walking distance to the main
gates of the camp facility.
Japanese staff work with Canadian staff members to provide the program.
Core programs offered at SCGC include mountain biking, kayaking, tennis,
dance, Shorinji Kempo, archery, ESL, arts and crafts, inline skating, and
drama. Campers live in cabins with counsellors and function as cabin
groups during the day, and also have the opportunity for individual skill
growth in personalized program areas.
SCGC offers two one-week sessions in August. Off-shoots of the summer
camp program include some day camps throughout the year (held on
Saturdays between 10 am and 5 pm), as well as a weekend Spring Camp.

THE HISTORY
In August of 2000 Jeff Bradshaw, the owner and senior Director of Camp
Wenonah in Canada, was approached by a group from Japan Railway (JR)
Shikoku that travelled to Ontario to visit several residential summer camps.
JR was looking for ways to improve the lives of young people in Japan. A
consultant to JR had been a camper in Ontario in her youth and she was
impacted profoundly by the experience, and reflected positively on it.
JR decided that the best way to offer youth programs was by importing a
Canadian Summer Camp experience to offer to Japanese youth.

JR wanted to base its camp on a specific
model in Canada. After visiting several
camps, it was decided that Camp
Wenonah best matched the goals that JR
wanted to meet. A partnership with Jeff
was forged.
Jeff travels to Japan on a regular basis to
provide consultation on the development
of camping programs and services. He
also coordinates the hiring of Canadian
staff to be sent to Japan each year, either
as Canadian Director, or one of two
Section Directors.!
The pioneering Canadian who arrived to
an unknown situation to start a camp from
scratch in 2001 was Steeve Doubt. Steeve’s
main goal, and challenge, was to teach
the team of JR staff how to administer a
summer camp. He had a hand in every
aspect of creating the camp, including
marketing, registration, staff hiring, staff
training, program development, scheduling,
the creation of traditions, and teaching
the Japanese staff how to think and work
in a Canadian style. It was in 2001 that
the philosophy and goals of SCGC
were set, as well as the main program
components. The camp was held on
Shodoshima island. Steeve was joined in
August by Jeff “Willy” Willis and Heather
Arnold, who acted as Section Directors
and Program Coordinators.

2003

• 4 new cabins (purchased from a camp near Orangeville)
establish “Cook’s Village” at the back of the parking lot

• outdoor stage rebuilt in Stockade, stage becomes 4 times
larger

• first phase of landscaping in front of Office (large planter
removed, rocks placed to indicate parking spots)

• Hillside gets converted to a staff accommodation
• hand dryers installed in washrooms to cut down on paper
towel waste

• all screening thoroughly checked and replaced in
response to West Nile Virus concerns

• new baker’s counter in kitchen
• Driftwood puppet theatre built
• Shuffleboard table acquired

2004

• dramatic expansion of Main Docks (6 new pieces)
• visitor’s washroom completed by Mike Brick
• conversion of old water treatment building into a tripping
supply area

• expansion of archery range (to 8 butts)
• landscaping in front of the office
• landscaping and completion of Ouellet Village
• sand fill for beach and Leadership Village
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NEW BUILDINGS &
SITE/FACILIT Y
IMPROVEMENT S

W

hen Wenonah began in 1996, Camp Oak-a-Lea was
already well established as a summer camp. Original buildings
include: the Lodge, the Health Centre, the washrooms, and
the cabins along the shore line. All of the buildings were
done with great care and skill by Graydon Boyes. However,
in order for the camp to grow, many additions have been
made to the site and its facilities since 1996. Campers and
staff who knew camp in its very early days would be
surprised at how much has been added, and yet it would
still feel familiar, like home, because many of the new
buildings were also built by Boyes Construction. In the last
few years Mike Brick, of M and C Construction, has donated
his time to build some special projects, like the treehouse
and the visitor’s washroom. When you look at the site maps
for camp from 1997 to 2006 you can see just how much
planning and development has gone into the site.

1997

• storage room next to Tamarack converted into camp office
• main swim dock pieces (6)
• 30 foot vertical climbing wall built by Andrew Hubert and
Challenges Unlimited

• Aspen cabin paneled and partially insulated
• dishwasher installed

1998

• two new boys’ cabins built (Gilead and Basswood)
• deck built onto Lodge (foundation by Boyes’ Construction;
planks and final touches by alumni staff on FOW weekend)

• new canoe dock built by Boyes’ Construction
• repelling platform built onto climbing wall
• kitchen equipment updated (mixer, steamer, convection

• White Pine reverts back to camper cabin when Arts and
Crafts moves into Driftwood

• former Tuck Shop converted into Director Office for Jeff
(later named Woodchip)

• new benches at Main Campfire
• purchase of John Deere Gator
• steamer in the kitchen
• new pine furniture in Tamarack, Health Centre, Driftwood

2001

• Health Centre Jr. built behind Health Centre
(a single-person accommodation; later named Ginko)

• low ropes initiatives course on Saw Lake in woods next to
POLARIS Village (built October 2000)
• tickle trunk moved out of Sportsfield Hut into Driftwood
• Program Office moves to former Tuck Shop room in
Driftwood
• kiln purchased for pottery & shed built to house it (called
the “Pottery Barn”)
• convection oven for kitchen
• pay phone booth near Gatehouse
• new benches at Girls’ Section Campfire
• new UV filtration water system installed
• propane heaters installed in Lodge (Fall 2001)
• piano donated by Knott family

2002

• treehouse built by Mike Brick
• staff accommodation the “Shanty” built next to Alder &

The next year, the camp changed sites
and was held at the Ozu National
Youth Centre. Karen Janicek was
the Canadian Camp Director.
Because of the site change she also
had to do a lot of programming
from scratch, as Steeve did. Some
new programs were offered (such
as sailing and rock climbing) which
reflected the facilities at Ozu. A
main focus for Karen was the
implementation of an L.I.T. program,
which Jason Monteith helped to
develop. Mary Grant and Simon
Wells were the Canadian staff for
the month of August. Steeve Doubt
returned as Section Director as well.
Awashima Island became the
permanent site of SCGC in 2003.
Seven cabins were built in the
spring and Leanne Sedentopf, the
Canadian Camp Director for that
year, planted a commemorative
cherry tree. The impact that SCGC
has had on its previous directors
was evident as Karen Janicek and
Steeve Doubt each returned as
Section Directors for August, to follow
through on what they had started.
Leanne’s focus was on Staff Training,
and her big accomplishment was to
produce a thorough Staff Manual
(and have it translated).

Barb Janicek went to Japan as the
Canadian Camp Director in 2004.
Her primary objective was to write
a manual on all aspects of Canadianstyle camping, which could be used
to franchise the operation and to
run the day and summer camps.
Although she finished the manual,
Barb left Japan due to a family illness
and was replaced by Lindsay Scott
for the summer, who ran the summer
camp. Tim Watson and Jon Bradshaw
were the Section Directors.

returned to Canada from his year
abroad, after orienting Kate
Holloway to the CCC position
which she will assume for the
2006-2007 year. The first franchised
camp was held in Tokyo in August
2006, which Kate directed, with Ali
Charlebois and Dave Watson as
Section Directors. Meanwhile, in
Awashima, Jon Bradshaw returned
as Camp Director, and was joined
by Lorraine Sugar and Oliver
Gatalo as Section Directors.

In 2004 the program was expanded
with the addition of certified outdoor
education leadership courses
(through the C.O.N.E. organization)
and a Canadian Culture Club that
reinforces English language
development using traditional
Summer Camp activities. The
Canadian Culture Club (CCC) is a
year-round classroom program,
which was developed by Jon
Bradshaw through the 2004-2005
season.
Tim Watson returned as Camp
Director in 2005, and was joined
by Matty McEvoy and Cam Green
as Section Directors. Cam Green
remained in Japan for the year to
run the CCC. He has recently

Hawthorn

• canoe hut and sailing hut built in program areas
• addition on to laundry area/girls’ washroom [but is used
as lost and found storage until it’s finished in 2004]

over, chest freezers)

1999

• two new girls’ cabins (Alder & Hawthorn)
• vertical playground built next to climbing wall
• sailing moved to far side of Boys’ Camp just beyond
Aspen (from the Beach) with new floating docks

• Stockade with campfire and stage (established and built
by FOW alumni group)

• new serving counter in Kitchen
• permanent sound system installed in Lodge
• area cleared for basketball court behind Driftwood [but
never installed; see 2005 when it finally gets made into an
upper sports field]
• new Boys’ Section Campfire (moved from behind sailing
to beside archery)
• floors replaced in Girls’ and Boys’ washrooms in Fall

2000

• Driftwood (multi-room creative centre including Arts &
Crafts and Pottery, Verandah for Guitar, Program office
and storage, Tuck Shop)
• canvas tents on platforms (called “tabins”) built, creating
Polaris Village next to Sportsfield
• staff accommodation “Janishack” built next to Gatehouse
(renamed Juniper in 2006)
• Hillside Jr. built for catering staff (later named Butternut)
• new kayak racks
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Canoe purchased

• original PIC program areas:

TEN YEARS OF GROWTH
PROGRAM CHANGES

C

1998

• new PIC programs added:

amp Wenonah offers traditional camp
activities, most of which are individual
challenges (as opposed to team competition),
and which are not the typical things that children
would do in school or in an urban setting.
There have been many changes over the last
ten years. In many cases, program areas were
developed and defined by major equipment
purchases or buildings. In other cases, new PICs
were introduced to provide new experiences
to give campers a wider variety of choice
(note: PICs stands for Personal Individual
Choice and campers choose which activities
they will get skill-based instruction in on a
regular basis). The structure of PICs and the
program schedule has changed over the years,
in response to camper and staff feedback. A
fourth PIC period was added in 2003. In 2005
campers pre-registered for PICs, filling out a
form well in advance (and in consultation
with their parents), which meant that program
staff were able to better prepare the equipment
and the areas and campers were guaranteed
their top two choices. The program will
continue to evolve to meet the changing needs
of campers, but the tradition
of coming to camp and
working on a skill that is
not likely to be nurtured
in other settings will
always remain.
CAMP

WENONAH
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aqua sports, archery, arts &
crafts, canoeing, climbing,
CWLT, environmental
pursuits, initiatives, kayaking
(flatwater and whitewater),
outdoor adventure, pioneers,
sailing, swimming

pottery & acoustic guitar

1999

• Tom Sawyer raft launched on
Saw Lake in spring 1999

• restructuring of one-week
program (only available in
last 2 weeks of August as
Periods 4A and 4B and
program becomes a complete
one week experience, not
just a week of a regular
period)

2000

• PICs restructured into Boys’
PICs in the mornings and
Girls’ PICs in the afternoon
(allows for more participation
in popular program areas)

2001

• discontinuation of Tuck Shop
on-site at camp; all
promotional items sold by
Tri-M Promotions (Debra
Mariciak); families now order
clothing and memorabilia in
advance of camp

2002

• optional outtrips: dramatic
changes to outtripping
program mean that trips are
now optional and campers
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2003

• major changes to PIC
instructional programs &
renewal of lesson plans:
addition of PIC 4 period,
which is co-ed and in the
evenings; new PICs offered
include Doggy Paddlers
(endurance swimming), Jr &
Sr Arts and Crafts, Wenonah
Drama Guild, Jr Naturalists, Jr
& Sr Outdoor Adventure,
Initiatives (now separate from
Climbing); PICs no longer
offered are CWLT (renamed

as WDG), Environmental
Pursuits, Pioneers
• new specialty trips offered:
Caving/Hiking at Warsaw
Caves (never ran); Astronomy
trip to observatory at Delta
Grandview resort
(discontinued in 2005 when
camp purchased astronomy
equipment)
• use of 15 passenger van is
discontinued for the 2003
season; all transportation
provided by Hammond
Transportation (bus service)
from this point forward

2004

• introduction of Period 5 (oneweek program moves to
stand-alone session)

2005

• all PICs are pre-registered
(campers sign up in advance,
forms returned with all other
info/health forms)
• major update of camp forms
and Final Instructions
booklet, including
introduction of staff and
camper code of conduct
• overhaul of canoe tripping
program (shorter trip options,
dropping Frost Centre Trips
and moving to Algonquin
Park for POLARIS trip);
Muskoka Wildlife Centre
added as a specialty day trip
but not run due to low
numbers

• move to all sessions starting
on Sunday and ending on
Saturday in 2005 season
(formerly had been Sat-Sat in
July, and Sun-Sun in August)
• astronomy equipment
purchased from North Star
Astronomy
• new snorkels & masks
purchased to re-establish
snorkeling as part of Aqua
Sports
• inner tubes re-introduced to
waterfront area

2006

• new PIC programs: Film
(camera & video), the Happy
Camper newspaper,
Recreational Tennis, Team
Superstarz (team based
league featuring activities
such as volleyball, rugby,
ultimate Frisbee, water polo),
Fitness Club, Saw Lake
Adventures, and Retirement
Club (low-key activities)

Celebrate Wenonah Gala
Saturday, October 21, 2006
Burlington Convention Centre

• 25 foot Ramaska Voyageur

choose from traditional
canoe trips and specialty trips
(Denis Giles starts full-time in
March to direct and implement
the new program); specialty
trips include Mountain Biking
at Hardwood Hills, Rock
Climbing at Skeleton Lake,
Watercolour Painting on Saw
Lake with Elke Scholz, 18
holes of Golf at Muskoka
Highlands, Sailing at
Huntsville Sailing Club, Song
Writing on Saw Lake,
Horseback Riding at Oxbow
Stables, White Water
Kayaking at the Gull River,
High Ropes at Kinark
Outdoor Centre, Pottery and
Crafts on Saw Lake, Scuba
Diving on Clear Lake,
Creative Writing on Saw Lake
• PIC pre-selection option:
campers can sign up for 2
PICs on their information
forms if they want one of the
more popular instructional
programs (swimming, kayaking,
sailing, climbing, archery). If
they want other PIC programs,
they still sign up when they
get to camp; total PICs taken
are still 3

Gala
Saturday, October 21, 2006
Burlington Convention Centre

Cocktails/Silent Auction
Opens 5:30 p.m.
Dinner: 7:00 p.m.

Celebrate Wenonah Anniversary Luncheon
Sunday, October 22, 2006
Burlington Convention Centre

1997
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Anniversary

Luncheon
Sunday, October 22, 2006
Atrium Centre, Burlington
Luncheon: 11:30 a.m.
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